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Outline:

- Viability selection model
- Mutation-selection balance
- Examples
- An application in human genetics

See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Life_cycle_of_a_sexually_reproducing_organism.svg
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No genetic drift
Panmixia



See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf

v N is the number of diploid individuals

v p is the frequency of A1 in the population, q is the frequency of A2 in the population

v Wij is the probability of a zygote carrying AiAj surviving to reproduction

v Frequencies at reproduction assume random mating

v N !" is the total number of individuals who survive to reproduce, i.e., the mean fitness of the population times the 
number of individuals

Three genotypes



See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf

Three genotypes

Can write w11 = W11/ !", and w12 = W12/ !"



See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf

Three genotypes

where w11 = W11/ !", and w12 = W12/ !"



See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf

Three genotypes

Rewriting this equation in terms of the marginal fitnesses:



See Graham Coop’s population genetics notes
https://github.com/cooplab/popgen-notes/blob/master/release_popgen_notes.pdf

Three genotypes

s difference in relative fitness between the two homozygotes
h dominance coefficient

Deleterious mutations will
be eliminated from the 
population
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The deleterious mutations will be eliminated
from the population



Two extreme genetic architectures of diseases

• Mendelian. Mutations in a single gene sufficient to produce a 
fairly predictable disease phenotype (e.g., cystic fibrosis, 
Huntington’s disease and many others)

• Complex (polygenic). Disease phenotype results from many 
loci, as well as environmental factors (e.g., diabetes, 
autoimmune diseases, most psychiatric disorders, etc.)
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Mutation-Selection Balance

A disease allele will be at a low frequency (q) in the population 
that is balance between mutation, which generates 
deleterious mutations, and selection that eliminates them. Let 
u be the mutation rate to disease alleles.

• If the heterozygote is deleterious: 
• Frequency: q ≈ u/hs
• Incidence: ~2q ≈ 2u/hs

• If the heterozygote is completely recessive: 
• Frequency: q ≈ sqrt(u/s)
• Incidence: q2 ≈ u/s



Spinal muscular atrophy
Caused by loss of function recessive mutations A2:

A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

1 1 1-s

1 1 0.1

vThe mutation rate to loss of function alleles is u = 0.00014 per generation and s = 0.9. 

v The frequency of A2 is 1:80 (=0.0125), so ~1:40 people are carriers, and the incidence of the disease is 
~1:6000

Expect disease mutations at frequency = sqrt (u/s)=sqrt(.00014/.9)=0.0125 
or 1/80



Change due to selection Change due to mutation

q frequency of A2
! mutation rate from A1 to A2
A2 rare

∆#$% + ∆'$% = 0
At equilibrium between mutation and selection

For the case with a changing population size, 
see Simons et al. (2014) Nature Genetics



Caused by loss of function dominant mutations A2  in LMNA gene:

A1A1 A1A2 A2A2

1 1 1-s

1 0 0

v The incidence of the disease is 1 in 4 million, i.e., 0.25x10-7

v Recall that incidence = 2q = 2u/hs. Here, hs=1 and the mutation rate ! is 1.25x10-8 per base pair in 
humans

=> Have ! = #$ where L is the mutational target size.
Suggests that L = 2q/2!= 10 base pairs.

Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome



S is a mutation in b-hemoglobin (there are others)

S allele persists in some populations at the frequency of 
10% to 20% despite strong SS disadvantage

AS heterozygotes largely asymptomatic; SS homozygotes 
have severe anemia (sickle-cell disease) 

AS are less susceptible to malaria than AA

The human sickle-cell hemoglobin polymorphism

Distribution of malaria        of the sickle allele

Genotype AA AS SS Freq S allele
Freq. infant 0.66 0.31 0.03 0.186
Freq. adult 0.61 0.38 0.007 0.198
Fitness 0.93 1.23 0.24
Rel. fitness 0.76 1 0.18

(1-s)                            1                                (1-t)                       q* = s/(s+t)=0.226



Pour les maladies récessives 
létales,

la fréquence attendue est de !

soit ~10-4



Eduardo Amorim Ziyue Gao

Équilibre mutation-dérive-sélection

Moyenne observée parmi
101 cas de mutations 
récessives létales

Amorim et al. 2017 PLoS Genetics

Pour les transitions CpG
p bilatérale= 0,59

417 allèles pour lesquels h=0, s=1
Quatre types de mutations: CpG Ti, CpG Tv, non-CpG Ti, non CpG Tv



Amorim et al. 2017 PLoS Genetics



Amorim et al. 2017 PLoS Genetics

Possible explanations

(i) Errors in the identification of causal
variants

(ii) Misspecification of the demographic
model

(iii) Misspecification of the mutation rate
(iv) Heterozygote advantage
(v) Low penetrance of Mendelian disease

alleles (modifiers)

(vi) ascertainment bias in their discovery



In summary

• The mutation rate per generation is a key parameter determining the frequency at which
we expect to find deleterious mutations in populations and hence of the incidence of 
disease

• In the absence of inbreeding, the incidence of disease is 2q for a dominant disease and 
q2 for a completely recessive one. 



The incidence of recessive disease can be increased by consanguinity 
and bottlenecks (but there will be fewer diseases)

Heir of Spanish 
Habsburg dynasty

F=0.25



In summary

• The mutation rate per generation is a key parameter determining the frequency at which
we expect to find deleterious mutations in populations and hence of the incidence of 
disease

• If there are effects in heterozygotes, even subtle, we expect to see deleterious mutations 
at an average frequency of approximately u/hs, where u is the mutation rate to the 
disease allele and hs the fitness effect in heterozygotes

• There are good reasons to believe the model applies widely, and in particular it provides
a good fit to Mendelian disease alleles at highly mutable sites (CpG transitions).  For less
mutable types, there may still be an appreciable ascertainment bias in discovery.

• But a subset of cases of deleterious alleles could also persist due to balancing selection. 
What fraction is unknown.



Measures of « intolerance to mutation »

Fuller et al. 2018 BioRxiv

recessive
dominant

= # of disrupting mutations observedhttps://www.nature.com/articles/nrg.2017.75#t1

Zach Fuller

These measures reflect hs, the strength of selection acting 
on heterozygotes, not h (dominance) and s separately


